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Prerequisites
To follow the course a minimum level of B1 in English is required. To have passed Introduction to Criminology
and Criminological Language is strongly recommended. Students that wished to improve their English may
attend a seminar in English.

Objectives and Contextualisation
The aim of "Theoretical Criminology" is that the student know the different explanations of offending, both at
individual level- origen, maintenance and cessation of offending- and at ecological level, explaining the
different rates of crime in different contexts.
In the degree, theories of crime are the main framework for criminological research, that will be oriented to
validate a criminological theory or an integrations of theories. On the other hand, once the theories have
received empirical confirmation, they should be the basis for crime prevention and intervention with offenders.
The general aim of the subject is that the student is able "To understand the criminological theories and reflect
on them". The specific aims are: knowing the structure, hypothesis, empirical validity and implications of each
theoretical theory. The student should be able to plan a research theoretically oriented. Furthermore, the
student should be able to analyze a criminological problem and make suggestions for primary, secondary o
tertiary crime prevention based on theory.
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Skills
Ability to analyse and summarise.
Analysing the conflict and criminology by using the criminological theories and their psychological and
sociological foundations.
Drawing up an academic text.
Generating innovative and competitive proposals in research and professional activity.
Reflecting on the foundations of criminology (theoretical, empirical and ethical-political ones) and
expressing this in analysis and propositions.
Students must be capable of autonomously updating their criminological knowledge.
Students must demonstrate they comprehend the criminological theories.
Verbally transmitting ideas to an audience.
Working autonomously.
Working in teams and networking.

Learning outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ability to analyse and summarise.
Drawing up an academic text.
Effectively using the theoretical foundations of criminology.
Generating innovative and competitive proposals in research and professional activity.
Inferring the scientific knowledge of criminology in the applied field.
Students must show interest for the scientific updates in the criminological field.
Using the psychosocial model in order to analyse criminality.
Verbally transmitting ideas to an audience.
Working autonomously.
Working in teams and networking.

Content
A) FIRST SEMESTER: THEORIES OF CRIME
1. Introduction
2. Rational choice theory
3. Biological theories
4. Ecological theories
5. Differential association theory
6. Anomy theory
7. Theories of gang delinquency
8. Control theory
9. Labelling theory
10. Critical Criminology
11. Integrated theories.
12. Balance of theories.

B) SECOND SEMESTER: THEORIES FOR ESPECIFIC ISSUES
1. Life-course theories of criminological development
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1. Life-course theories of criminological development
2. Family and crime
3. Peers and crime
4. Gender and crime
5. School and crime
6. Immigration and crime
7. Social welfare and crime
8. Neighborhood and crime
9. Spaces and crime
10. Religion and crime
11. Exclusion, reintegration and crime
12. Desistance
13. Theory and practice.

Methodology
A) Lectures
Theories of crime will be exposed by the professor. During the lectures, activities to promote reflection, incite
debate, and check learning will be carried out.
B) Seminars to discuss criminological papers
Students will attend the seminar having read the paper and written an essay answering questions suggested
by professors. During the seminar students will have the opportunity to hear different opinions from students
and professor, solve doubts, debating main ideas and, as a result, increase the learning on criminological
theories.
C) Annual work seminars
The annual group work consists of suggesting a prevention program for a crime problem based on one
criminological theory. The annual work will be carried by group of 2 or 3 students and will last the two
semesters of the course. Once each group have been assigned a single criminological theory, the stages of
the annual work are the following:
- Learning of the criminological theory
- Define a crime problem that the theory may explain
- Select hypothesis to explain this crime problem
- Carry out a bibliographical research to look for confirmation or refutation of the hypothesis
- Conclude with hypothesis that have empirical confirmation
- Suggest a draft prevention program based on the hypothesis of theory that have been confirmed
- Carry out a bibliographical research about effectiveness of similar prevention programs
- Approach to the context of intervention toknow prevention programs already on work
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- Approach to the context of intervention toknow prevention programs already on work
- Present your prevention program
- Final presentation of the annual work
The group of students will attend the seminars having prepared the programmed stage of the annual work.
During the seminars, students will present their progress and will receive feed-back from other students and
professors. Some of the initial seminars will be devoted to teach students about how to carry out a
bibliographical research and present the results following academic standards.
d) Tutorials
Students have the right to receive tutorials by the professors of the course. Mandatory tutorials mat be
stablished to assist students in the annual work and to supervise their progress in the achievement of the
learning outcomes.

Activities
Title

Hours

ECTS

Learning outcomes

Lectures

45

1.8

4, 5, 6, 1, 8, 3, 7

Seminars

45

1.8

4, 5, 6, 1, 8, 10, 3, 7

60

2.4

4, 5, 6, 2, 1, 8, 10, 3, 7

Exam. Questions on criminological theories and criminological problems

2

0.08

4, 5, 6, 1, 9, 3, 7

Individual work. Study of criminologicla handbooks and papers

148

5.92

4, 5, 6, 2, 1, 9, 3, 7

Type: Directed

Type: Supervised
Group work
Type: Autonomous

Evaluation
Evaluation model
The course follows a continuous evaluation model in which the students will be enable to know their level of
achievement of the learning outcomes of the course,
During the course students should:
a) Present 12 essays, discussing a criminological paper. Students will receive a mark of each essay, with
suggestions to improve performance. Maximum extension of essays; 1200 words,
b) Do the annual work group. Students will present the progress in their work and receive the feed-back from
the professor. At the end of each semester a written essay should be submitted and an oral presentation
should be done.
c) Do two exams, at the end of each semester. In exams students need to show learning of the lectures,
handbook and mandatory reading of the course. Further references to prepare the exam will be proposed
d) Attend lectures and seminars and participate actively in them. Non-attendance is only justifiable in case or
illness or similar reasons.
Requirements to be evaluated
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Requirements to be evaluated
Students would only be assessed when: a) they attend a minimum of 80% of lectures and seminars; b) present
at least 10/12 essays; d) do the annual work; d) do the two exams.
Items of evaluation
a) Lectures (25%)
b) Annual work (25%). The mark of the annual work is composed by written work (75%) and oral presentation
(25%).
c) Attendance and participation (25%). Attendance counts 50% and participation 50%. Each student starts with
10 points in attendance and loses 1 point for each non-justifiable absence to lectures or seminars. The mark of
participation has five levels: A (Excellent), 10 points, B (Very good): 7.5 points; C (acceptable): 5 points; D (not
sufficient): 2.5 points and E (a lot to improve): 0 points
d) Exam (25%)
At the end of each semester students will obtain a global mark. The final mark will be the average mark
between the two semesters.
Requirements to pass the subject
Students need to obtain a minimum mark of 5/10 in each of the four item of evaluation.
Resit
Essays with a fail mark may be repeated during the course. Students will have a second chance to pass the
exams. In case of fail in the annual work, students will have the possibility to improve their annual work in the
exam period. Non-justifiable absences that exceed 20% will conduct to a fail mark in the subject. The
maximum mark in case of recuperation is 5.
Other important aspects of the evaluation
-Essays out of time will not accepted and the student will get a fail mark (0), without possibility of recuperation
.Only excuses based on illness or similar reasons may be accepted.
-In case a student have a final fail in the exam of the first semester, he/she will have a further possibility of
recuperation, obtaining a 6 in the exam of the second semester.
-Students with a final mark of 8, as average of the two semesters, that have obtained a mark of 8 in the exam
of the second semester, will be honoured with an excellent mark of 9
Fraudulent conduct
Cheating or attempt to cheat in exams will conduct of a fail mark (0) and the student will lose the right of a new
assessment. Plagiarism in essays will conduct to a fail mark (0) and warning. In case of relapse, the student
will obtain a fail mark (0) and will lose the right of a new assessment.

Evaluation activities
Title

Weighting

Hours

ECTS

Learning outcomes

Annual group work

25%

0

0

4, 5, 6, 2, 1, 8, 10, 3, 7

Attendance and participation in lectures and seminars

25%

0

0

4, 5, 6, 1, 8, 3, 7

Exam

25%

0

0

4, 5, 6, 1, 9, 3, 7
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Individual essays

25%

0

0

4, 5, 6, 2, 1, 9, 3, 7
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